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GENRE

TARGET DEMO

ACTION, ADVENTURE, THRILLER

12+

FORMAT

Theatrical release - Somewhere between James Bond and Bourne Identity. This story
takes place 30 years after the original ACTION JACKSON film.

LOGLINE
While fighting to rescue his kidnapped daughter and clear his name, a memory lost assassin eludes the
CIA, FBI and a list of hit men from America to South Africa, whilst discovering his identity and how he got
into this dangerous new world.

THE STORY

THE HISTORY

Jerico “Action” Jackson , a star athlete, law school educated street cop in the mean streets of Detroit,
was declassed and undervalued after bungling an extortion case involving beloved philanthropistbusinessman Peter Anthony Dellaplane. The fallout out cost the the hometown hero his lieutenant status
and public praise. Demoted to beat cop, Jackson teamed with Dellplane’s mistress, SYDNEY, a recovering
herione addict, whom later helped Jackson catch Dellplane and undermine his plans for taking over the
city and solve several murders of union officials. A relationship between Jackson and Sydney was born,
resulting in a brief marriage and a son, SHINE.
————The highly publicized case caught the attention of the Secretary of Defense, General Griffin, who recruits
the disgruntled detective to join a special secret branch of bad ass individuals who will find and root out
the real bad operatives that were ruining the United States. After a few missions, Jackson began to see
that the “help” they were giving was only filling the monetary coffers of General Griffin’s special pet
projects and his secret bank accounts.
Once confronted and threatened, General Griffin quickly turns on Action Jackson and sends men to kill
the street smart detective turned covert soldier. Instead they mistakenly kill Sydney in a fire, but not
SHINE. Action Jackson at that moment decided it was better to leave his son and shroud his life covertly.
As long as General Griffin knew Jackson was alive, his son’s life was in peril, so Jackson went deep into
hiding, becoming an expert in tech and espionage , then relocating to the depths of Wisconsin’s forest
areas.
———————
Soon SHINE becomes a man and has a family of his own. He races up the ladder of the New York Fire
Department. He married his college sweetheart and lived a phenomenal life as a great man until
September 11th, 2001. Shine Jackson was killed as the second tower fell. He saved 22 people, but
succumbed to smoke and fire. He left behind his loving wife and two children…Mildred and MILTON.

MEMORY REPLACEMENT SOLUTION
(CODE NAME: MERICO)
MERICO - was a highly secretive program developed by General Griffin and his genius
son DONIVAN. The Memory Replacement solution was toted to Congress and the
executive branch as a revolutionary cure for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. The
solution would help soldiers overcome their trauma by extracting the memories of
battle, killing and genocide.
Over time , the team of scientists, lead by DR. BENITA MONROE, discovered that not
only could dreadful memories be eradicated, but also replaced with either pleasant
memories, or ones from other soldiers point of view) (POV). Even memories created in
the lab of Merico, Inc.
Further research uncovered that memories placed in soldiers gave them muscle
memory to interacted with the subjects new reality of their past. A person who never
touched a piano CAN NOW have memories of being a savant and play and read music,
a person once scared to death of hieghts CAN NOW be a sky dive instructor.
A soldier who served as a low level commications private CAN NOW have no phobia of
death and become a super soldier once their memories are replaced with a more
seasoned soldier.

THE UNIHORN
The UNIHORN started off as a software solution commissioned by the UNITED
NATIONS OF THE WORLD (UNW) to help combat Kesler Syndrome, which explains
how vast and quickly space debris was growing around the earth’s orbit and
damaging satellites.
The Unicorn became a super computer which helps all satellites, no matter the
origin, navigate space debris and in most cases even collect some, which for years
had caused irreversible damage to hundreds of satelites.
Gen. Griffin figured out whoever controlled the super computer can easily
reconfigure it to control 98% of the world’s satellites. One with that type of control
could hold the world hostage for a healthy ransom or uncontainable power.
Gen. Griffin teams with the Russians and the South African government to send out
a battalion of his super soldiers out to “protect” the super computer, but before his
minions could get all three sections of The Unihorn the UNW decided it would be
best to disassemble the computer and house it in secret locations in Los Angeles,
New York and London.

THE STORY
MANHATTAN, NEW YORK - Columbus Circle (10:00am EST)
Several white delivery vans zoom and whiz through traffic and catch the attention of several police cars who lay chase. At the same time larger MOVING
trucks position themselves strategically near and around ORANGE TOWERS on a late Monday morning. Suddenly, the Moving trucks sides fold down and the
back doors make way for ramps. Van One hits the ramp and catapults its way over the Tower’s barriers and smash into the lobby. Van Two and Three follow
suite, catapulting from different Moving trucks and smashing into the tower onto various floors. Crowds of onlookers and selfie takers run for cover as:
BOOM, BOOM, BOOM. Each van explodes crumbling the building. Mayhem erupts.
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA - 105 FWY (7:00am PST)
Los Angeles regular Monday morning gridlock is at an all time high. The 105 Fwy east to west and 110 Fwy, north to south are not moving. A LARGE MOVING
Truck, similar to the ones in Manhattan stalls catacorner at the highest point of the on ramp. A JUMPER sits on the rail. Several Helicopters hover catching the
breathtaking events, as police cars bully their way through the vehicle scrum. As the Jumper stands up, he opens his jacket to reveal a bomb-vest and gently
sways his way backwards falling and exploding at impact on the cars below. The MOVING Truck opens up its roof and begins firing land to air missiles at the
helicopters, and toward the AIRPORT, crippling planes and landing strips. Mayhem ensues.
LONDON, ENGLAND - PREMIER INN Waterloo (4:00pm)
MILTON JACKSON (28), MEMPHIS (7) and wife MATILDA, are enjoying a nice swim at the indoor pool. After diving off the highest springboard the little girl has
water stuck in her ear, Milton is told the hotel concierge has Q-tips that will salve the itchy ear, Matilda pops into a lobby clothing store. While tending his
daughter, several gun men storm the lobby, shooting first while asking no questions. Automatic weapons mow down fleeing patrons including Matilda as she
runs out in search of her husband and daughter.

Without hesitation something snaps in Milton as he sees the limp body of his love fall to the ground. He runs to her and is wounded in the shoulder. On the ground, he sees
his daughter in the sightline of a gunman, who turns attention to a shaky handed Security Guard. Thinking quickly, he grabs a chunk of a bullet riddled marble sconce and
leaps over some furniture connecting the stone to the face of the assailant. BOOM. Grabbing his daughter, and the gunman’s AR-15, they bob through frightened patrons
and back behind the front desk. He looks his daughter in the eye. “I’m going to check on momma bear, stay here I will be back for you”. Milton hides the girl in a cabinet
and fumbles with the gun, it fires drawing the attention of the remaining gunmen. BOOM, BOOM, BOOM.
Before knowing, Milton strikes one gunman dead and wounds a FEMALE assassin in the knee. She crawls under a stairway. Milton reaches his wife, whose foot is stuck
under debris. He tries to move her but she won’t budge. She chokes on blood, he urges her to save her breath, but she is in shock. She keeps singing, CHAKA KHAN’s
“Through The Fire.” Softly singing the hook, she pulls Milton close to her mouth, singing again and again, “Through the Fire, to the limit, to the wall…” He finally tugs her
enough to free her leg, just then her body is riddled with bullets. This song/melody unlocks a forgotten muscle memory in the panicked father, he suddenly becomes an
elusive operative for the moment.
As the last of four gunmen hunt Milton, he aims underneath furniture, fires into the foot of the gunman and before they hit the ground, he hops over him firing several
rounds into the man’s chest. “STOP” shouting from the stairs is NAROBI (20’s, Kenyan decent) strapped with a bomb vest (identical to Los Angeles assassins/terrorists’)
“We are not here-” BIG GEORGE from Georgia tackles her dislodging the trigger from her hand. Beep, Beep, Beep…BOOM! The vest explodes and debris falls from
everywhere.
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA - Pentagon (11:05am)
A room full of generals and cabinet members argue and fight among each other from the coordinated morning attacks. GENERAL GRIFFIN, is propelled away by a young
staffer to a secured room.
He is informed that there were other attacks/robberies during this morning terrorist events in New York and Los Angeles and some very important items were stolen. The
young staffer is silenced when General Griffin notices Milton and Memphis swarmed by paparazzi and reporters on a European broadcast. The chyron on the screen reads:
AMERICAN HERO SAVES HUNDREDS OF LIVES. The General is gobsmacked. The reporter goes on to reveal the American antique shop owner is visiting on holiday and
hopped into action once he and his daughter were in harms way.

ONE MONTH LATER
Milton tends, PAPPY JACK’s ANTIQUE SHOP & WHATAMAGIZMS, he is visited by two GOVERNMENT AGENTS, who have more questions about the incident and “how a
man to claim to have never fired a weapon was able to thwart the laid plans of four terrorists with nothing, but a brick and grit. In swim trunks no doubt.”
They ask him to explain how none of his stories check out, “He didn’t graduate from high school, he was never prom king, he was never a long shore men.” Nothing
he told them checked out on any level. “You have no background, except being married seven years go, the same year your daughter was born, Who the hell are
you?”
The widower shows the men year book evidence of his small town life and the ticket stubs to he and his late wife first date. It at least confirms the story in his mind.
Again he explains to the fourth set of men to visit his humble shop that something, akin to adrenaline must have taken over his body, he blacked out, adding he
wished he and his wife would have never won that trip to London. He excused, himself and closed the store to head to his other job.
Milton puts on a janitor’s smock and begins his evening job to make the ends meet, cleaning up St. George’s, a very private high end elementary school with his best
friend, JONO. Jono jabs at him about the missed opportunities of his new hero fame. Jono explains how he is approached every day from news outlets and even a
few dating shows and they could get paid and leave this Middle American life far in the past. Milton is not interested.
He picks up Memphis from the very poor PS 105 school, which happens to be across the street from St. George. As they pull up to their humble home, he notices the
two dozen news vans once buzzing around his home has dwindled down to one small local van. He couldn’t be happie Inside, the two homebodies heat up popcorn
and fall asleep in front an old episode of Moesha.
In a dream state, Milton revisits the events of London, his bloodied wife’s face, their first date, him teaching Memphis how to walk, the
three of them playing in the backyard, until a melody, a deep baritone of “Through The Fire” catches the young father’s attention.
He walks into his kitchen, and immediately grabs a knife when he notices General Griffin, sitting upon his counter top reading a Jet
Magazine. “What do you want?, Who the hell are you?”, asks the dreaming hero. The General says nothing, he turns the magazine around
and shows Milton blank pages, as he turns each page a word appears, I. CAN. WAKE. YOU. IF. YOU. ARE. READY. General Griffin hops down,
pulls out a gun and walks toward the back door. “They’re coming for you son, they're coming for you”. Gen. Griffin begins firing into the
backyard. Milton grabs a knife. SWIPE.

THE NEXT DAY
In car the father daughter jam to some oldies and he drops her at school, again forgetting her lunch, after searching his empty pockets, he begs for forgiveness and
promises to bring her a #2 from Kirby’s just before lunch.
At the empty shop, Milton looks for any amount of spare change in order to get his daughter some lunch. He stumbles upon a backpack his wife kept in her pristine
desk. Inside the pocket book, a few fresh crispy twenties, bingo. While putting it back he noticed the ripped lining as he pulled out the bag, it was heavier than he
thought. Upon further examination, he discovers a Glock 9mm semi-automatic and two passports with Matilda’s picture but not her name. He hears a jingle from the
front of the shop, which causes him to drop the weapon, that fired upon impact of the hitting the ground and scaring off any potential customers. The clock reads
11:30am. Almost lunch time.
At the school, Milton stuffs the backpack under his front seat and makes way with Memphis’ fast food treats. He passes his daughter’s SCHOOL SECURITY GUARDS,
who aren’t the normal “rent-a-cops”, but makes no small talk with the newbies. Strange. He buzzes to get in to no avail. He knocks and no one comes to the door. He
makes way back to the security guards' shack. Empty. Puzzled he goes through the side door near the cafeteria, empty. He check his watch, it reads noon. Odd.
He walks down the hall and to the administration office. MRS. BLANKENSHIP sits in her chair. He dings her bell. She ignores him. He taps the bullet proof window. No
luck. He turns and leaves, just then, Mrs. Blankenship’s hand falls to her side, a trickle of blood follows. Dead. Milton heads down the empty hallway when BOOM!,
BOOM!, BOOM! Explosion shakes the building.
Milton wakes from the blasts. Sirens and bells whistle and bonk. Through the cloud of dust and debris Milton searches empty classrooms. “Memphis, Memphis”. NO
luck. Federal agents roll in as he searches room to room. They corner him in one and castigate him about his co-conspirators and type of bomb used on the doors of
the gymnasium, which holds students, staff and Memphis. He’s aloof and is carted away in a secure van.
At the precinct, Milton is brow beaten by local cops. They berate him about the deaths for four teachers and five administrators’ death by 9mm and they found a
similar weapon in his car. On the news, they paint a picture of “A HERO WHO HAS SNAPPED”. Social media goes crazy with conspiracy, Black Twitter has his back. His
lawyer has arrived and the cops leave.
At the school the bomb squad discovers that the wiring of the doors and windows was a rouse, a fake bomb that was wired to nothing. Once inside the smell of
Nitrous oxide (sleeping agent) has caused all students and staff to fall asleep. Once awake, all the kids are accounted for except Memphis.

AT THE PRECINCT - TWO LAWYERS enter the dank room and sit in front of the confused and angry father. He explains his tale to the “lawyers” who open their brief
case to reveal a small monitor, they turn it to him. Memphis is locked in a small padded room. They explain that she will not be harmed or hurt as long as they get
“THE UNIHORN”. Confused and now irate Milton struggles to get free to attack his lawyers turned adversaries. “Give us The Horn, we will release your daughter, you
have one week Jackson.”
The two lawyers leave and the two cops are replaced by CIA AGENTS in tailored suits. They tell him the world of trouble he is facing and unless he tells them who he
is and what agency he works or they will have no choice, but to turn him over the the FBI. Who will stick him in a hole for the rest of your life or at least until he talks
and tells them what he knows about the attacks in Los Angeles, London and New York.
The CIA agents laugh off the tale of the two “Blacks working with Russians”. They’ll give him 24 hours in a cold cell to get help jar his memory.
In his cell, Milton dreams of London, dreams of his wife’s smile, the strange bruises on her arms she explained as clumsy happenings, how she would leave at a
moments notice to go out of town for work, their lovemaking and how she knew about fine wines and cheeses. TINK. TINK. TINK. He is awaken by a guard. “Your
lawyer is here”. Milton readies his fists when Gen. Griffin shows up with a brief case. Once in the cage, Milton pounces and grabs the leather briefcase, emptying its
contents, a ham and cheese sandwich and chips, ruining a great dinner snack surprise. One which took his several hours to find the special vegan bread Milton
savors.
Gen. Griffin explains to the janitor turned prisoner that he was more than a janitor and failing entrepreneur. Milton explains the “two lawyers” and Griffin offers his
help. He discloses the Russians want him for stealing their technology, The African’s for assassinating their leader and the U.S. government for not turning over the
Code Cards. Everyone wants him or wants him dead.
This grabs the munching prisoner’s attention. The steel chinned officer explains his best chance to stay alive and retrieve Memphis’ was to go to an address where
his questions would be answered and he would receive all the help he needs to find his daughter. “You have to return to who you were, If you want to save your
daughter. After they wake you, you’ll know where to find me.” He pushes out three classic CD covers and point to each individually, “Brooklyn, Compton, Atlanta”. He
repeats in reverse the cities, then urges Milton to repeat it. They repeat this incantation several times. Gen. Griffin quickly leaves without his case whispering,
“Dissuade, but do not kill.”
Milton bewitched, snaps to this cadence and like a zombied drone. Taking the abandoned briefcase, disassembles and reassembling it into a weapon. When the
officers come into the room Milton puts them to sleep quickly, disarming them, but leaves them breathing.

PUP & GO DOG GROOMING was found in the middle of a decrepit industrial area. Inside, was a bright and roomy dog’s dream. Dog owners and purchasers play with
pets and toys around the waiting room. A PERKY SALESPERSON approaches Milton, He reads from the card given to him by Gen. Griffin. “T.T.F.-T.T.F.” She smiles and
leads him to a door, presses a few codes and points him to a door down a long hallway. Halfway to the other door, WE HEAR the door chime of “Through The Fire”, as
he reaches the door and turns he opens it entering the same “WAITING ROOM” as earlier, but now all the dog owners and purchasers are wielding fire arms and semiautomatic weapons all pointed into the face of a confused Milton.
Moments Later, he sits with the Perky Salesperson turned DR. BENITA. She explains to him who he really is, his past, his father’s death as a fireman in 9/11, his joining
the secret service, his going through the ranks and become the I.D.A.’s best and most used covert assassin. Milton agrees to sit and watch a VR video.
In the video, he is visited by his younger self. Alone in a white room he is told the story of his past, why he stopped “the life” and became plain citizen. He looks at
how proud his younger self was at becoming a father. He also cautions, “Man, if you are watching this video, we are in a world of trouble, listen to Dr. Monroe, she is
only there to help you. So reengage and wake up man, you are needed. Only trust Dr. Monroe.”
Dr. Benita, straps him in, hooks him up to do-dads and machines, while explaining to him what will be happening. She explains the MRS (Memory Replacement
Signature) Program, they erase or hide painful memories and replace them with a past more suited for the boring midwest life he chose. “We found that the longer
someone felt fear in their dreams, the less the insula, cingulate and amygdala were activated when the same person looked or experienced extreme trauma. Once
you were faced with extreme fear, your brain reached deep past your frontal cortex and pulled our resources, muscle memory, thus you were able to bang, bang,
bang, so were gonna just pull all those old muscle memories up and repress all this Farmer John out.” As he fades, he notices her name tag reads DR. BENITA
MORGAN not Monroe.
She places earbuds on him and plays, THROUGH THE FIRE, once again, but this time the tune lulls him into a deeper subconscious dream state, which shows him
flashes of his old life as an assassin, deep convert missions he once lead, bodies of women and children in far away villages that he was responsible for bombing and
pillaging, finally falling into the arms of Dr. Matilda, who sings the final lullaby that slumbered the assassin and awoke the gentle/janitor.
Milton’s choice to get PD’d (Placed Dormant) via the MRS procedure removed some painful assignments from his memory forever, but to also placed some
memories deep down into his subconscious that were not quite his own.
Later, Milton awakes inside of an empty cargo van. Next to him a go bag with clothes and a gun. Groggy, but aware, he tires to start the van, no luck. Steps out into
the middle of The Grand Canyon. He leaves on his journey.

Gen. Griffin explains that the terrorist attacks in New York And Los Angeles were only decoys to steal THE UNIHORN. The Unicorn was built in three pieces THE BODY
(a sophisticated computer) which was stolen from a bunker built below the Trump Tower, now controlled by a Russian extremist group of ex pats. THE WINGS, which
were stolen from a secure site near LOCKHEAD ENTERPRISES (Los Angeles)- now controlled by the ASHANTE a small group of highly trained warriors out of South
Africa. The one of a kind hard drives are dormant without the key. THE HORN - is a set of CODE CARDS, once constructed activates the UNIHORN.
This device has the ability to override and control 93% of the world’s global satellites.That power gives the wielder the power to shut down internet grids, networks
and the like. Also locked into the Code Cards are encrypted keys worth 270 LIRA- crypto currency worth $2 Billion USD . The Russians have THE BODY, South
Africans have THE WINGS and Milton is the only connection to THE HORN. They assassins in London failed to capture him during the melee.
The organization that controls THE UNICORN can hold the world hostage. Milton is the only person in the world who knows how and where The Horn can be located,
which is somewhere buried in his memories.
Before signing up for M.R.S. Milton broke up the CODE KEYS and put them in three different locations. If he wants to get his daughter back he will have to retrieve
them, copy them and give the Russians codes that will jam THE UNICORN all while getting his daughter back.
Griffin explains that they need to break up into two teams. Milton teams will get the codes, Griffin's team will get his daughter. The plan goes flawlessly.
At the meet up Milton is separated from Gen. Griffin who now has the Code Cards secure and Memphis. They all escape in separate vans. Suddenly an air strike rains
on the convoy tumbling Milton’s van. In the melee, he see’s Gen. Griffin’s van blown to pieces with the Code Cards and Memphis inside. Milton vows revenge for the
death of his daughter and wife. He goes and finds the Kenyan’s and gets his pound o’ flesh in blood, but was brutally wounded during the process as his truck
cascaded over steep mountain side.
Milton fades in and out of consciousness, until he is pulled from the burning van.

Once awake and chained to a steel bed inside a small cabin, in walks his grandfather PAPA “ACTION” JACKSON. Milton has never met his paternal grandfather in
person, but recognizes him as his dead father’s mentor.
Action explains to Milton that he has been awaken yes, but reprogrammed with memories not entirely his own. All he was told was a lie. Gen. Griffin, an expatriot, worked both sides of each agency he and the elder Jackson built from the ground up. After being a Detroit cop, the elder Jackson was plucked from there
and invited to join a more covert operation, which was the darker side of the CIA. Somewhere along the way Gen. Griffin got turned. He began working with the
Russians and a half dozen of African countries as a killer for hire. Doing the dirty work of a double agent. There is bad blood between Griffin and Action Jackson who
holds the General responsible for his son’s (Milton’s father) mysterious death during 9/11.
Gen. Griffin is the reason the once detective was chosen to serve in the CIA, but once he learned the players of the corrupt system, he was quickly betrayed
and forced into hiding.
Milton doesn’t believe the elder. So Papa Jackson recounts key moments within the last several years that will prove that he was his “guiding angel” over the
past several years. Him giving him the “Antique Shop”, “Mysterious Tuition Payments for Memphis”, etc. The memories that were implanted in Milton were not all his
own.
Matilda was a former agent who was assigned to him as his wife, but the love became real over time in the form of their daughter. She became his protector
and gave her life for the former assassin. She knew many of the world’s agencies were after the cunning killer. So she helped keep him safe and alive. Until that trip to
London.
He explained how and why for so many years he kept his distance from the soldier turned assassin, turned pedestrian, all due to his feud with Gen. Griffin and
his attempt to keep him safe. After losing his son, he never wanted to lose his grandson or great grand-daughter.
Since then Papa Jackson vowed to keep his family safe and also serve his country covertly. Selling information to governments to thwart men who want to
hold the world hostage.
Milton is unpersuaded.

In walks Dr. Denise MONROE who introduces herself as such, explaining to him that over a year ago someone broke into her lab and stole several memories from her
secure vault. After they realized Milton’s was missing she reached out to Papa Jackson for his guidance.
Papa Jackson believes Gen. Griffin and Memphis are still alive and can help get her back. He shows Milton surveillance of the rescue and how Griffin and Memphis
couldn’t have been in the van during the explosion. Knowing Gen. Griffin can only sell The Unicorn piece by piece, Papa Jackson knows there is only one place all the
underground players will show up unnoticed.
This journey takes THE JACKSONS to Durban, South Africa were a cohort of bad guys hide their underworld dealings below a global camel race.
At the races, Milton, Papa Jackson and a small crew sneak into the event as locals, jockeys and trainers. Gen. Griffin quickly sniffs out their plan and goes on the run
with THE UNICORN. It doesn’t take Milton long to decide what to do. After out maneuvering the goons he places a tracker on their boat.
On a small Island off the coast of Africa, Gen. Griffin has set up head quarters in an abandoned jail, where he has stock piled a bunker full of weapons, artillery, tanks
and the like. This is where the journey will plateau, but both Jackson’s will have to face danger one last time. Papa Jackson is hurt in the scuff up. The Code Cards
were seemed to be destroyed.
A cat and mouse game leads Milton and their small crew to a crypt inside a small mountainside of the island. There is a standoff between Milton and Gen. Griffin who
is holding Memphis at knife point as Milton is holding a belt full of grenades near the UNICORN. “Theres no need for Code Cards if there’s nothing to read the codes.”
They both are at an impasse. Each holding their life’s passions in the balance. Just then Papa Jackson kills Gen. Griffin by attacking him from behind. Memphis falls
and is banged up but escapes with her life.
Now the Jacksons have full control of the world’s satellites system, if they want they can hold the world hostage. Instead Papa Jackson uses Gen. Griffin’s super
computer to patch him through to the Pentagon. Milton takes the cards and smashes the hard drives, but not the Code Cards. “That amount of power can corrupt
any man.”
Back at the compound, Milton and Papa Jackson meet up. Papa Jackson hands him an encrypted hard drive which has Lira Coins accounts worth over 45 million
dollars. “We don’t do this kinda of work for free son, ever.”

Years before the EVENTS in London, MILTON was a kick ass covert operative who was sent on
special missions when a heavy handed approach was needed to extract information or
persons of interest.
After his last mission, which ended with the marksman mistakenly killing a family of ten, he
decided to end his career by signing up for the MERICO Project. This procedure would wipe
this painful memory and help him start a new life. A simple man living a simple life in the rural
part of Portland, Maine.
Fast forward seven years.
Milton Jackson’s timid new life had been one of leisure and calm until he randomly wins an all
expenses paid trip to London, which turned his life upside down. In London, the struggling
Antique shop owner saved over 130 people from a terrorist attack saving his daughter, but
losing his wife of seven years.
Back at home the aloof widower and world celebrity is quickly arrested when his daughter’s
school is gased and a loaded weapon linked to a school administrators murder is found in his
truck. The media flips on him faster than Scott Petermen.
This instance begins a domino effect of events which leads to a world wind adventure of
revenge, awakening of his true self and meeting his long lost grandfather…ACTION JACKSON.
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The life long military man has been a darling of presidents for the last three
decades. The braggart Three Star General Plaxico Griffin makes no secret of
his Uylesses S Grant patriarchal lineage.
But his scheming and back channeling has given him new eyes on how and
who really controls the world. The narcissistic sets a plan once he realizes
that he can controls soldiers through the MERICO project and create an
army of best of the best who will only be loyal to him and secure the
UNiHORN, which will help him hold the world hostage with a push of a few
buttons.
With his eyes set on the ultimate power and prestige the only thing in the
way is finding the missing piece of the UNIHORN and there is only one
soldier who knows where it resides…Milton Jackson. Who just popped up on
his radar after the terrorist attack in London.
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RAYZANOV - leader of the MARINSKY, a highly trained and skilled assassin who
leads a small group of Russian Black Ops soldiers. He has been in search of the
UNIHORN since its inception. Standing in his way is the location of the missing
CODE CARDS. Through back channels and U.S. undercover agents has helped
him find the one person who knows where they are because he stole it…
Milton Jackson.
Now the cunning luminary has his sights on the Code Cards and vengeance
for his brother’s murderer…Milton Jackson.
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The Juillard trained dancer left her life in the arts early to pursue a life in bio medicine . A
high school graduate at the age of 13 the science whiz kid has been recruited by fortune
500 companies since she was a teenager.
Dr. Benita Morgan is calculated and measured yet thoughtful to every soldier she treats.
After making vast breakthroughs at the MERICO Project, she was well on her way to
curing as many soldiers as she could until her position and funding was snatched from
her and she fired as a co-conspirator of her once protegé, Dr. Matilda Parker.
Dr. Parker went rouge and PD’d (Place Dormant) Milton Jackson one of Gen. Griffin’s most
thorough assassin and went into hiding with him. First falling in love and
Those seven years were a wake up call for Dr. Benita who vowed to reverse all the damage
her technology had done to soldiers, many of whom elected to be in the MERICO project
for healing, but were turned into super soldiers.
Once she linked with Action Jackson she was able to changed the lives of dozens of
soldiers, but her philantrophy has also got her on the death list of General Griffin.
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DUMOOKU is a South African revolutionary who has a vision of a freed
South Africa. The fastest path to freedom is financial independence. The
hired gun has worked for several governments and has been hired to find
the UNIHORN and the CODE CARDS worth billions , but that type of money
can spark a revolution in his own country, thus he will find the Code Cards
and mowed down anyone that will get in his way.
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Jerico “Action” Jackson had to go deep into hiding after his wife was murdered
by assassins sent by commander turned nemesis General Griffin. Since leaving
his son SHINE and watching over him from afar, Jackson has worked via the dark
web to expose bad guys and governments from his underground bunker deep in
the woodlands of Wisconsin.
From his underground lair he has pulled off some great technological coups and
taken down syndicates all while watching over his grandchildren after his son
died in the 9/11 NYC attacks, while also building a monetary coffer of his own.
Once he discovers Milton is in a heap of trouble the elder Jackson has no choice
but to take a great risk and rear his head back into civilization, putting him and
his whole underground organization at risk.
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ABOUT THE WRITER
The UNIHORN started off as a software solution commissioned by the UNITED NATIONS OF THE WORLD (UNW) to help combat Kesler
Syndrome, which explains how vast and quickly space debris was growing around the earth’s orbit and damaging satellites.
The Unicorn became a super computer which helps all satellites, no matter the origin, navigate space debris and in most cases even collect
some, which for years had caused irreversible damage to hundreds of satelites.
Gen. Griffin figure out whoever controlled the super computer can easily reconfigure it to control 98% of the world’s satellites. One with that
type of control could hold the world hostage for a healthy ransom or uncontainable power.
Gen. Griffin teams with the Russians and the South African government to send out a battalion of his super soldiers out to “protect” the
super computer, but before his minions could get all three sections of The Unihorn the UNW decided it would be best to disassemble the
computer and house it in secret locations in Los Angeles, New York and London.
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